Multiplication Word Problems

Name:

Solve each problem.

Answers

1) Dave was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together
they planted 29 rows of vegetables with 51 seeds in each row. How
many seeds did they plant total?

1.

2.

2) There are 12 teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has
31 players, how many players are there total?

3.

4.

3) An orchard owner was counting the number of apples he had total.
Each of his 77 trees had 27 apples in it. How many apples did he
have total?

5.

6.

4) A toy store sold 49 video games in one day. If each game cost 40
dollars, how much money did they make?

7.

8.

5) A furniture store was selling new chairs for 96 dollars each. If a
company bought 11 chairs, how much money would they end up
spending?

9.

10.

6) Robin was drawing on scrap paper. She could fit 16 drawings on
each page. If she has 67 pieces of paper, how many drawings can
she make?

7) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of
his stores needed 99 uniforms and he had 21 stores, how many
uniforms would he need?

8) A bouquet of flowers had 35 daisies in it. If a florist had 38
bouquets, how many daisies did they have total?

9) Victor was placing his spare change into stacks. Each stack had 67
coins. If he had 99 stacks, how many coins did he have all together?

10) There are 12 plates in a box. If a restaurant bought 82 boxes, how
many plates would they have total?
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Multiplication Word Problems

Name:

Answer Key

Solve each problem.

Answers

1) Dave was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together
they planted 29 rows of vegetables with 51 seeds in each row. How
many seeds did they plant total?

1.

1,479

2.

372

3.

2,079

4.

1,960

5.

1,056

6.

1,072

7.

2,079

8.

1,330

9.

6,633

10.

984

2) There are 12 teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has
31 players, how many players are there total?

3) An orchard owner was counting the number of apples he had total.
Each of his 77 trees had 27 apples in it. How many apples did he
have total?

4) A toy store sold 49 video games in one day. If each game cost 40
dollars, how much money did they make?

5) A furniture store was selling new chairs for 96 dollars each. If a
company bought 11 chairs, how much money would they end up
spending?

6) Robin was drawing on scrap paper. She could fit 16 drawings on
each page. If she has 67 pieces of paper, how many drawings can
she make?

7) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of
his stores needed 99 uniforms and he had 21 stores, how many
uniforms would he need?

8) A bouquet of flowers had 35 daisies in it. If a florist had 38
bouquets, how many daisies did they have total?

9) Victor was placing his spare change into stacks. Each stack had 67
coins. If he had 99 stacks, how many coins did he have all together?

10) There are 12 plates in a box. If a restaurant bought 82 boxes, how
many plates would they have total?
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Name:

Multiplication Word Problems
Solve each problem.

Answers

2,079

1,960

1,072

984

1,479

1.

372

1,056

1,330

6,633

2,079

2.

3.

1) Dave was helping his mom plant vegetables in the garden. Together
they planted 29 rows of vegetables with 51 seeds in each row. How
many seeds did they plant total?

4.

5.

2) There are 12 teams in the state trivia tournament. If each team has
31 players, how many players are there total?

6.

3) An orchard owner was counting the number of apples he had total.

7.

Each of his 77 trees had 27 apples in it. How many apples did he
have total?

8.

4) A toy store sold 49 video games in one day. If each game cost 40
9.

dollars, how much money did they make?

10.

5) A furniture store was selling new chairs for 96 dollars each. If a
company bought 11 chairs, how much money would they end up
spending?

6) Robin was drawing on scrap paper. She could fit 16 drawings on
each page. If she has 67 pieces of paper, how many drawings can
she make?

7) A store owner was buying uniforms for his employees. If each of
his stores needed 99 uniforms and he had 21 stores, how many
uniforms would he need?

8) A bouquet of flowers had 35 daisies in it. If a florist had 38
bouquets, how many daisies did they have total?

9) Victor was placing his spare change into stacks. Each stack had 67
coins. If he had 99 stacks, how many coins did he have all together?

10) There are 12 plates in a box. If a restaurant bought 82 boxes, how
many plates would they have total?
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